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INTRODUCTION

On 23 November 2011, the Competition Cornimssion of Singapore ("CCS"), having

conducted investigations on the operations of certain modelling agencies in Singapore

and their association, Association of Modelling industry Professionals ("AMIP"),

issued and handed down its infringement decision (the "in") holding that 11

modelling agencies had infringed section 34 of the Competition Act(Cap. SOB, 2006

Rev Ed) (the "Act") by engaging in price-fixing of the rates of modelling services in

Singapore.

filthe ID, the CCS found that the 11 modelling agencies, under the front of the AMIP,

met, discussed and agreed to a price-fixing agreement on the rates for providing

modelling services fortheperiod from 2005 to 17 July2009.

The CCS imposed penalties on each of the loinodelling agencies(save for Marinequin

Studio Pte Ltd who was entitled to rely on the Competition (Transitional Provisions for

Section 34 Prohibition) Regtilations, as it ceased to be a member of the AMm on 2

June 2006). The CCS did notissue an order or direction to the modelling agencies to

termiriate the price-fixing arrangements, as that had already ceased

With respect to the Appellants abovenamed (the "Appellants"), the penalties imposed

on them are as follows:

Party

Bees Work Casting Pte Ltd
("Bees Work')

DivaModels(S) Pte Ltd
("Diva")

impact Models Studio
("Impact")

Period of Infringement

I January 2006 to 17 July2009

I January 2006 to 17 July2009

I January 2006 to 17 July 2009

Financial Penalty
(s$)

44,112

72,891

10,508



LooqueModels Singapore
Pte Ltd ("Looque")

Against the in, the Appellants appealed to the Competition Appeal Board (the

"Board") under section 71 of the Act. in this appeal, the Appellants appeal against

only the quantum of financial penalty imposed on them respectively. Slimlarly, in a

separate appeal filed by another modelling agency, Ave Management Pte Ltd ("Ave"),

Ave also appeals against only the quannnii of financial penalty imposed. The other 6

modelling agencies did not file anyappealagainstthe in

I January 2006 to 17 July2009

RELEVANTBACKGROtInnFACTS

The Appellants are modelling agencies, and were allmembers of the AMIP from the

AMIP's inception.

Bees Work is a limited exempt private company in the business of advertising and

an agent for artistes, athletes and models. Its director and shareholder, Ty Gaik Neo

("Christme Ty") assumed the office of treasurer of the AMIP on 19 January 2005

31,241

Diva is a limited private company and an agent for artistes, athletes, models and

other performers. Its director and shareholder, Rowena Foo Chew Ling ("Rowena

Foo") assumed the office of entertainment executive of the AMIP on 19 January

2005.

impact is a sole proprietorship in the business of music and dance schools and

photogi'aphic activities. It is represented by Tan Mui Chen, the elder sister of its

owner, Tan Thiam Poh, at the AMIP's meetings.

10. Looque is a limited private company in the business of organising exhibitions and

an agent for artistes, athletes, models and other perfonners. Its director and



shareholder, Calvin Cheng Em Li("Calvim Cheng"), was the President of the

AMIP from its inception

As early as 16 December 2004, the modelling agencies started discussions on the

rates for modelling services. This led to the meeting on 26 January 2005 where the

modelling agencies agreed to fonn the AMIP and discussed and agreed on the

coriumission rates for models. After further discussions, the modelling agencies also

agreed on the rates for fashion shows for nonnal, lingerie, swimwear, principal,

trunk, hair shows, ushering, mingling, outfits changes, fitting and show casting

rates. At the meeting held on 26 January 2005, the modelling agencies (including

the Appellants) discussed and agreed on the name of the association and also

discussed and agreed on coriumission rates for models. Subsequently, the AMIP

members acted on the agreed rates and caused some unhappiness among some

clients: ID at [62]-[66].

On 23 February 2005, the AMIP's President, Calvin Cheng, told members to

recoilrrnend a smaller increase in rates so that the market can acceptthe increase and

clients will not lodge a price-fixing complaint againstthe AMIP under the Act: ID

at t671. Further discussions on the rates to be implemented ensued, and Calvin

Cheng infonned the AMIP membersthatthe AMIP would riotsend ajointletterto

members' clients infonning them of the rates but advised each of them to send out

an individual letter to the clients infonning them of the rates: ID at [68]-t731.

At a 9 March 2005 meeting of AMIP members, it was agreed that the modelling

agencies will charge the same rates forthe Singapore Fashion Festivalshow and to

charge a higher rate ($400) for all fashion shows from I May 2005. It was also

recorded in the Thinutes that the talent and modelling agencies were taking steps to

finalise model and talent rates for print advertisements and television commercials,

and to introduce these rates guidelines from I May 2005: ID at t741.



The modelling agencies continued their discussion via email correspondence on

rates for other modelling services, including whether to give package discounts for

shows, minimal rates for international fashion shows, wedding shows and nonnal

editorials: ID at 1751-t781. A letter was subsequently sent to editors of 59

magazines advising them of AMIP's recommended editorial rates from I May

2005: ID at 1791-[81]

At another meeting on 27 April 2005, the AMIP members agreed on the rates for

specified modelling services, including print advertorials, and these rates were

infonned to the clients and posted on AMIP's website. On 12 May 2005, the AMIP

members reached an agreement on the talent rate for nonnal fashion shows: ID at

[84]. There were also discussions to agree on rates for talents and models, rates

applicable to local magazine publishers for modelling services and rates for specific

events. The AMIP members prepared comprehensive confidential rates (such asthe

"Child and Talent Rate Sheet") which were not published on the AMIP website, and

provided price guidelines for advertorials, events, productlaunches and loading fee

rates for different media, for adult and child models and talents: ID at [82] - [100].

Even after the section 34 prohibition of the Act came into force on I January 2006,

the AMIP members continued with their discussions and agreement on rates until17

July 2009 when the CCS commenced investigations: ID at [101]-[1/1].

The interviews with the variousrepresentatives from the AMIP members also reveal

that the AMIP was set up to standardise rates, prevent price undercutting, and to

raise and fix modelrates offered to the clients so that the AMIP members would be

in a better bargaining position vis-a-vis the clients, and that there was a general

understanding between AMIP members to follow the AMIP's rates: ID at [1/2],

[120]-[124], [1321, [1351, [138], [146], 1148]-[151], [1621, [168], [171]. The

interviews further show that AMIP members were advised to substitute the AMIP



logos on the AMIP rate sheets with their own logos to prevent accusations of price-

fixing: ID at [153].

18. Calvin Cheng was also interviewed, and he said that AMIP members agreed on the

AMIP rates fortransparency reasons, and that anthe AMIP members were involved

in the making of the rates. Calvin Cheng said that AMIP members were not price-

fixing but had agreed to ask clients to pay AMIP rates, and succeeded in getting

clients to pay more for specified modelling services : ID at [170]-t1721. According

to one of the AMIP's members' personnel, Calvin Cheng had infonned AMIP

members aboutthe Act coming into force and that they should not be price-fixing

but should use words like "recornniended rates" and "guidelines", and that the

decision to increase rates was led by Calvin Cheng: ID at 11921-t1931

In.

19.

DECISIONOF TllE CCS

The CCS found that on the evidence, there was a single continuous agreement or

concerted practice to fix the rates for the entire range of modelling services between

the modelling agencies from early 2005 to 17 July 2009, which has the object of

restricting, preventing or distorting competition in the Singapore market in breach

of section 34 of the Act.

20. The CCS found that discussion on raising the rates for modelling services among

the modelling agencies started from 2004. The CCS found that the common

objective of the parties to raise the modelling rates together was fonned from about

17 December 2004 and to have the agreement on the rates coming into effect on I

January 2005. The AMIP was later fomially set up on 3 February 2005. The intent

among the modelling agencies was to collectively raise the rates gradually over

time, instead of an immediate drastic increase, so as notto attracttoo much attention

or complaints. The rates for most ifnot antypes of modelling services was agreed

upon from 2005 to 17 July 2009: ID at [203]-[205].



According to the CCS, the meetings, correspondence and contacts between the

parties from 2004 to about 17 July 2009 continued to further the overall plan to

agree upon the rates for most, ifnot all, types of modelling services. The infringing

conduct started with an agreement to hold rates finn, and the modelling agencies

then agreed to adhere to a minimum fee orrate schedule, and to elmtinate orreduce

discounts. There was also a later agreement to adhere to price discounts in specific

circumstances: ID at t2061. The CCS considers this as a single infringement which

manifested itself in a series of anti-competitive activities througliout the period of

operation of the cartel: ID at t2071.

22. The CCS further found that the evidence shows that the infringing anti-competitive

conduct was one of price-fixing and not of price reconunendations, contrary to the

assertions by some of the parties, and that price-fixing can involve either fixing the

price or components of a price such as a discount or setting of a minimum price.

The underlying motivation of fonning the AMIP was to agree upon rates to be

charged for modelling services, and these agreed rates were compiled and circulated

among the AMIP members, and kept secret from non-AMIP members. Such

conduct serves to eliminate any uncertainty on their competitors' pricing and stem

undercutting. There was clearimplementation, discussion on enforcement and some

initial degree of enforcement of the agreement: ID at [210]. The further actions

initiated by Calvin Cheng (not to use AMIP rates documents but to "individualise"

the quotation) after the Act was in force were found by the CCS to be attempts to

mask the fact that the infringing conduct was in reality one of price-fixing: ID at

t2111. Calvin Cheng was held to have played a central role in coordinating the

actions of AMIP members, including speaking to non-AMW member about

undercutting and directing the individual AMIP members to use their own

letterheads and tailor rate sheets to make it look like their own rates when quoted to
the clients: ID at [213(h)].



23. CCS found that the AMIP did not play a separate or significant role in facilitating

and administering the agreement, and was essentially a front for its individual

members to coordinate on and collectively raise rates for modelling services.

Consequently, the CCS does not find the AMIP to be a party to the infringing

conduct: in at t2241.

24. Once it is shown that the AMIP's members' agreement orconcerted practice has as

its object of preventing, restricting or distorting competition, it is unnecessary for

CCS to show whatthe actual effect was (ID at [227]). Nonetheless, the CCS found

that there is evidence that the agreement had an effect on non-AMIP members who

had to charge fees that converge around those agreed rates, and that Calvin Cheng

had sought assurances from non-AMIP members that they would not undercut

AMIP rates: ID at [2281-[229].

25. Calvin Cheng had claimed that AMIP members had lessthan [XX%] of the market

shares for modelling services, butthe CCS' investigations reveal that the estimated

market share of the 11 modelling agencies is about[XX%] which is higher than the

20% market share threshold levels mentioned in paragraph 2.19 of the CCS

Guidelines on the section 34 prohibition

26. in any case, price-fixing agreements will have an appreciable adverse effect on

competition, even if the market share of the parties to the infringing agreement is

below the threshold level and even if the parties to such agreements are small and

medium enterprises: see [2.20] of CCS Guidelines on the section 34 prohibition: ID

at [23 I]

The CCS's conclusions on its findings are set out in [233] to [235] of the ID as

follows:



"233 CCS is satisfied Ihat there is SI!fitcie"t evidence in paragraphs 62-201 !o

find that the PQrties listed in pQragr@ph I, i^fringed the section 34

prohibition by entering into an agreemenito/ixprices, manifesting in the

different unlawful agreements and unlawful concerted pr"ctices from ai

leastmid-2005 to 171"!y 2009

234 CCS therei"ore makes a decision that the Parties have i^fringed !he section

34prohibition, grid imposes penalties on the Parties, for the d"rotion thot

they wereporties to the agreement/concerted practice

235 The section 34 prohibition came into/brce on I January 2006. Allho"gh

the Qgreement was made before 31 July 2005, CCS' analysis of Ihe

evidence (above) shows that the agreement continued in operation qlier I

July 2006, in other words 4/7er the expiry of the transiiiona/ period

provided/by under the Coinpeti!ion (transitional Provisionsfor Section 34

Prohibiiion) Regulations. Therefore CCS does ito1 consider that the said

Regulations apply for the Parties for whom CCS intends to impose a

financial penalty. "

IV.

28.

PENALT^S

As the 11 modelling agencies infringed the section 34 prohibition by entering into

an agreement or concerted practice to fix prices of modelling services from 2005 to

17 July 2009, the CCS decided to impose penalties for the duration of the

infringement. The CCS finds the periods of infringement coinrriitted by the

Appellants as follows:

The Parties

Bees WorkPte Ltd

Diva Models(S) Pte Ltd

impact Models Studio

Looque Models Singapore Pte Ltd

Period of Infringement

I January 2006 to 17 July 2009

I January 2006 to 17 July 2009

I January 2006 to 17 July 2009

I January 2006 to 17 July 2009



29. As the single continuous agreement has been terniinated on 17 July 2009 and the

AMIP has largely been dishanded, the CCS did notissue any directions in relation

to the single continuous agreement: ID at[239]

30. fillmposing a financial penalty, the CCS considers sections 69(2)(d) and 69(3) of

the Act. Under section 69(2)(d) of the Act, among other things, where the decision

of the CCS is that an agreement has infringed the section 34 prohibition, the

decision of the CCS may include a direction to pay to the CCS such financial

penalty in respect of the infringement as the CCS may detennine. Under

section 69(3), for the purpose of section 69(2)(d), i. e. in considering the imposition

of a penalty, the CCS may impose a financial penalty "only litis sati, $/ied thar the

i^fringement has been committed intentionally or negligent!y". As established in the

Re Certain Pest Control Operators in Singapore [2008] SGCCS I at t3551, the

Express Bws Operators Case 120091 SGCCS 2 at 14451, and the Electrical Works

Case [2010] SGCCS 4 at [282], the circumstances in which CCS might find that an

infringement has been coriumitted intentionally include the following: ID at 12421:

a. the agreement has as its objectthe restriction of competition;

b. the undertaking in question is aware that its actions will be, or are reasonably

likely to be, restrictive of competition but still wants, or is prepared, to carry

them out; or

c. the undertaking could not have been unaware that its agreement or conduct

would have the effect of restricting competition, even if it did not know that it

would infringe the section 34 prohibition.

The CCS further holds that ignorance or a mistake of law is no bar to a finding of

intentional infringement under the Act. The CCS is likely to find that an

infringement of the section 34 prohibition has been coriumitted negligently, where

an undertaking oughtto have known that its agreement or conduct would resultin a



restriction or distortion of competition. The CCS takes the view that price-fixing

arrangements are serious infringements of the section 34 prohibition, which have as

their objectthe restriction of competition, and are likely to have been, by their very

nature, committed intentionally: ID at [243]-[246].

32.

Calculations of Penalties

The CCS refers to its Guidelines on the Appropriate Amount of Penalty ("Penalty

Guidelines"). Paragraph 2.1 of the Penalty Guidelines lists the factors to take into

account in calculating the amount of financial penalty to be imposed. At [249]-

t2501 of the ID, the CCS says that it will take into consideration the following:

a. the seriousness of the infringement;

b. the turnover of the business of the undertaking in Singapore for the relevant

product and geographic markets affected by the infringement in the

undertaking's last business year;

c. the duration of the infringement;

d. other relevant factors, for e. g. , deterrent value; and

e. any further aggravating and lintigating factors.

These are also the factors taken into account by the EC and the Office of Fair

Trading ("OFT")

The approach taken by the CCS is to start with a base figure, which is calculated by

taking a percentage or proportion of the relevant sales or turnover, applying a

multiplier for the duration of infringement and then adjusting that figtire to take into

account other relevant factors such as deterrence and aggravating and mitigating

considerations: ID at 12511.

(i) Seriousness of the infringement



34. The CCS considers that cartel cases involving, among others, price-fixing are

especially serious infringements and should nomially attract a percentage of the

relevant turnover that is on the higher Grid. However, the actual percentage that the

CCS will assign varies depending on the circumstances of each case: ID at[252].

35. Here, it involves price-fixing of the modelling services provided by the modelling

agencies. The higher the combined market share of the infringing parties, the greater

the potential to cause damage to the affected market. Further, a high market share

figure generally indicates a more stable agreement or concerted practice as third

parties find it more difficult to undercut and possibly undennine the incumbents.

These factors affectthe base amount: ID at [2531-[254].

36. in calculating the market share of the infringing parties, the CCS had sent section 63

notices to various undertakings. Thereafter, adjustments were made based on the

responses received, the CCS assesses the market share of the 10 modelling agencies

that had infringed section 34 of the Act to be [XX%]: ID att2551.

The CCS also considered the effect of the price-fixing agreement on clients,

competitors and third parties, and found that this prevented the modelling agencies

from passing on to clients any benefits resulting from competition. in fact, the price

of modelling services for a fashion show increased by 60% from 2005 to 2009 as a

result of the price-fixing agreement: ID at [256]-[260]

38. Having regard to all the circumstances, including the seriousness of the

infringement, the namre of the product, the structure of the market, the market share

of the infringing parties, and the effect of the infringements on clients, competitors

and third parties, the CCS applies a starting point percentage of IXX%l of the

relevant turnover for each of the Parties: ID at [261]-t2651. initially in the

Preliminary Infringement Decision ("PID") issued in May 2011 by the CCS

PUTSuantto Regulation 7 of the Competition Regulations 2007, the CCS proposed a



starting percentage of [XX%]. Subsequently, after taking into consideration the

circumstances of the case, including the nature of the industry and the

representations made by the Appellants in response to the PID aboutthe nature of

the industry, the CCS reduced the starting percentage to [XX%].

(ii)

39.

Relevantturnover

As stated above, in detennining the penalty, the base figure adopted is a percentage

of the turnover of the business of the undertaking for the relevant product in the

relevant geographical markets affected by the infringement. The CCS detenmines

that the relevant product is the supply of the whole range of modeling services,

without differentiation between various types of modeling services or assignments,

and the relevant geographical market is Singapore. Hence for the purpose of

assessing the penalty, the relevant product and geographical markets are the sale

and provision of modelling services in Singapore: ID at 12671.

40. The relevant turnover for the purpose of determining the penalty is the turnover in

the last business year, and the last business year is the business year preceding the

date on which the decision of the CCS is taken, or if figures are not available for

that business year, the one innnediately preceding it: ID at t2661. The terni

"Business Year" means the period of more than 6 months in respect of which an

undertaking publishes accounts or, ifno such accounts have been published for the

period, prepares account: see [3] of the Penalty Guidelines.

in detemnining this issue, CCS considered the legal and economic relationships

between the modelling agency, the models and the mother agency (ifany) as wellas

the relationships between the agency and its clients, to detennine the crux of the

transaction for the relevant product market. The CCS found that the modelling

agency looks to its clients for payment for services rendered, and bears the risk of

non-payment. There is no contractual relationship between the model and the client.



The modelling agencies source and build their own portfolio of models and talents,

and offer this portfolio in order to secure bookings and jobs. The agency bears the

risk of signing up a model/'talentthat is unable to fulfill bookings and jobs secured

by the agency. The risks are litg}Ier where foreign models are involved, as the

agency will fly the model over, house hillyher and pay hinther an allowance: ID at

t2731.

42. The agencies are also involved and responsible for the management and

development of its models. Where the agency wasthe mother agency forthe model,

the agency invests more resources in grooiulng the model and plainiing his/Iler

career. Hence, the costs of sourcing and signing up a model or talent, whether

locally-based or from overseas, are business costs that the agency has to incur in

order to provide the services to its clients: ID at 12741.

43. Thus, the CCS took the view that the modelling agencies are the central actorsin the

provision of modelling services in Singapore. Clients who are looking for modelling

services would contract with the modelling agencies, and hold the agencies

responsible for providing the services contracted for. The modelling agencies are

not acting as mere intennediaries for the models or mother agents, unlike the

recruitment agencies. For these reasons, the CCS detennines that relevanttumover

should not exclude amounts received by the modelling agencies forthe model orthe

model's foreign mother agent: ID at [276]

44.

(in)

With regard to the duration of an infringement, the Penalty Guidelines provide that

the amount of financial penalty to be imposed will depend on the duration of the

infringement. After calculating the base penalty sum, the CCS considers whether

this sum should be adjusted to take into accountthe duration of the inflingen, .Grit: ID

at t2771. In the view of the CCS, the duration to which the Parties infringed the

Duration of the infringement



section 34 prohibition will depend on when they became a party to the single

continuous price-fixing agreement and when they ceased being a party to the same

agreement.

45. The CCS considers that where an infringement that lasted for more than I year, the

penalty be multiplied by the number of years of the infringement. Although under

[2.7] of the Penalty Guidelines an infringement over a part of a year may be treated

as a full year forthe purpose of calculating the duration of an infringement, the CCS

has decided, in this case, to round down the relevant periods to the nearest month:

ID at [2771-[279].

46. Under section 69(4) of the Act, the final amount of the financial penalty imposed on

eachparty shall not exceed 10% of the total turnover of the business of such party in

Singapore for each year of infringement, up to a maximum of3 years: ID at [280].

(iv) Aggravating andmitigatingfactors

The CCS will consider the presence of aggravating or mitigating factors and make

adjustments when assessing the amount of financial penalties: ID at 1282j. Penalty

Guidelines at [2.10]-t2,131. Generally, the involvement of directors or senior

management is an aggravating factor, so is the role of an undertaking as a leader I

instigator. The CCS does not consider that a merely passive or follower role in an

infringement is not sufficient to justify a reduction in penalty. However, the CCS

does consider that cooperation which enables the enforcement process to be

concluded more effectiveIy and speedily as a mitigating factor: ID at 12831-[285].

48

(v)

The CCS may also adjust the penalty to achieve policy objectives, such as

deterrence against price-fixing: in at [286]-[287].

Other relevant factors



49. Where a party is unable or unwilling to provide CCS with infonnation to detennine

its relevant turnover, CCS will consider the turnover of other parties in considering

the appropriate penalty to impose: ID at [289].

50. While the financial position of the parties and their ability to pay is a relevant

consideration in the assessment of financial penalties on a case by case basis, the

CCS considers that cartelists should generally not rely on their economic difficulties

and those of the marketin seeking a reduction of the penalties imposed: ID at t2901.

Relying on a series of appeal cases in the United Kingdom concerning the

construction industry where the United Kingdom Competition Appeal Tribunal

("CAT") gave regard to the high turnover but low margins of the construction

industry and overall proportionality in detennining the adjustment of penalties, the

Appellants had submitted in their written representations that the modelling industry

in Singapore was a "high turnover but low profit" industry, and that this

characteristic should be considered in the detennination of appropriate penalties: ID

at t2911.

52. The CCS notes that the mere finding of an adverse financial situation is not

sufficient reason to justify a reduction in financial penalties since the recoonition of

such an obligation would have the effect of conferring an unfair competitive

advantage on the undertakings well adapted to the conditions of the market: ID at

t2921.

53. Here, the CCS notes that it was not evident that the businesses of the infringing

parties are entirely unprofitable, as anthe parties recorded positive gross profit. The

CCS also notes that most if not all of the shareholders are also directors, or

alternatively sole proprietors or partners of the relevant infringing party, and



therefore there may not be a strong incentive for the undertaking to declare profits

and dividends on profits for externalshareholders: ID at t2941.

V. PENALT";:SMPOSEDONAFPELLANTS

54.

Penalty on Bees Work

Bees Work's relevanttumover forthe financial year ending 31 December 2009 was

[$XXX]. The CCS acknowledged that voice-overs, casting of aminals and locations

are non-modelling services, and duly adjusted the relevant turnover to exclude fees

received for voice-overs, casting of animals and locations: ID at [3 16]. Bees Work

argued in its written representations that the relevant turnover should exclude

amounts received by Bees Work for and on behalfofthe model. This was rejected

by the CCS: ID at t3 161.

55. The percentage of [XX%] of the relevant mmiiover was applied, giving a starting

point of [$XXXl: ID at[3 10]-[31]

56. As Bees Work was involved in the infringements from early 2005 to 17 July 2009,

upon applying the multiplier of 3.5, the financial penalty of[$XXX] was arrived at:

ID at 13 121.

The CCS increased the penalty by [XX%] on account of the involvement of Bees

Work's shareholder and director, Chistine Ty, but reduced the penalty by [XX%]

for cooperation dormg the investigation. As a result, the penalty was reduced by

[XX%] to $44,112 after taking into account these aggravating and mitigating
factors: ID at [3 13].

58 CCS is mindful that the financial penalty should be coriumensurate with the financial

position of the undertaking, and is of the view that the figure reached is a significant



sum to act as an effective deterrent and will not make any further adjustments: ID at

[314].

59. The financial penalty also does not exceed the maximum financial penalty that CCS

can impose in accordance with section 69(4) of the Act, i. e. [$XXX]: ID at [315].

60. After the adjustments, the CCS imposed on Bees Work a penalty in the sum of

$44,112: ID at 13 181.

Penalty on Diva

Diva's relevant nunover for the financial year ended June 2009 was [$XXX]. Diva

argued in its written representations that the relevant turnover should exclude

amounts received by Diva for and on behalf of the model. This was rejected by

CCS: ID at t3331.

62 The percentage of [XX%] of the relevant turnover was applied, giving a starting

point of [$XXX]: ID at [327]-t3281.

63. As Diva was involved in the infringements from early 2005 to 17 July 2009, upon

applying the multiplier of 3.5, the financial penalty of [$XXX] was arrived at: ID at

[329].

64. The CCS increased the penalty by [XX%] on account of the involvement ofDiva's

shareholder and director, Rowena Foo, but reduced the penalty by [XX%] for

cooperation during the investigation. As a result, the penalty was reduced by [XX%]

to $72,891 after taking into account these aggravating and mitigating factors: ID at

t3301.

65. The CCS is mindful that the financial penalty should be coriumensurate with the

financial position of the undertaking, and is of the view that the figure reached is a



significant sum to act as an effective deterrent and will not make any further

adjustments: ID at 13311.

66. The financial penalty also does not exceed the maximum financial penalty that CCS

can impose in accordance with section 69(4) of the Act, i. e. [$XXX]: ID at 1332].

67. After the adjustments by CCS, the penalty imposed on Diva was $72,891: ID at

t3341.

68.

Penalty on Impact

Impact's relevanttumoveris [$XXX]. The CCS acknowledged that event sales are

non-modelling services, and duly adjusted the relevant turnover to exclude fees

received for event sales: ID at [355]. Impact argued in its written representations

that the relevant turnover should exclude amounts received by Impact for and on

behalfofthe model. This was rejected by CCS: ID at [354].

69. The percentage of [XX%] of the relevant turnover was applied, giving a starting

point of [$XXX]: ID at [348]-[349].

70. As impact wasinvolved in the infringements from early 2005 to 17 July 2009, upon

applying the multiplier of 3.5, the financial penalty of [$XXX] was amved at: ID at

[350].

The CCS increased the penalty by [XX%] on account of the involvement of

Impact's manager and sole proprietor, Tan Mui Chen and Tan Thiam Poh, but

reduced the penalty by [XX%] for cooperation during the investigation. As a result,

the penalty was reduced by [XX%] to $10,508 after taking into account these

aggravating and mitigating factors: ID at 13521.



CCS is nitndfulthatthe financial penalty be should coriumensurate with the financial

position of the undertaking, and is of the view that the figure reached is a significant

sinn to act as an effective deterrent and will not make any further adjustments: ID at

[351].

The financial penalty also does not exceed the maximum financial penalty that CCS

can impose in accordance with section 69(4) of the Act, i. e. [$XXX]: ID at [353].

After the adjustments by CCS, the penalty imposed on Impact was $10,508: in at

[356].

Penalty on Looque

Looque's relevanttumover is [$XXX]. Looque argued in its written representations

that the relevant turnover should exclude amounts received by Looque for and on

behalfofthe models. This was rejected by CCS: ID at [374].

76. The percentage of [XX%] of the relevant turnover was applied, giving a starting

point of[$XXX]: ID at [368]-[369].

As Looque was involved in the infringements from early 2005 to 17 July 2009,

upon applying the multiplier of 3.5, the financial penalty of [$XXX] was arrived at:

ID at t3701.

78. The CCS increased the penalty by [XX%] on account of the involvement of

Looque's director and shareholder, Calvin Cheng, as a central figure in the

infringing activities of the parties. Looque had argued that it was unfair to

characterise Calvin Cheng as one of two "central figures" and playing a "central

role" and that such characterisation would be damaging to his reputation and

credibility as a nominated member of parliament. This argument wasrejected by the

CCS who found that Calvin Cheng played a central role in coordinating the



infringing conduct, and had given instructions to the infringing parties on how to

mask the factthatthis was a collective action on the part of the infringing parties to

raise the rates so as to avoid attracting attention and complaints. Calvin Cheng was

an active President of the AMIP, and the other modelling agencies looked to him for

advice and direction: ID at [375]-[376].

79. The CCS however reduced the penalty by IXX%l for cooperation during the

investigation. This reduction of IXX%l set off the increase of [XX%] and as a

result, the penalty remains $31,241, after taking into accountthese aggravating and

lintigating factors: ID at [371].

80. CCS is mindful that the financial penalty should be cornmensurate with the financial

position of the undertaking, and is of the view that the figure reached is a significant

sum to act as an effective deterrent and will not make any further adjustments: ID at

[372].

8 I. The financial penalty also does not exceed the maximum financial penalty that CCS

can impose in accordance with section 69(4) of the Act, i. e. [$XXX]: ID at [373].

82. After the adjusiments by CCS, the penalty imposed on Looque is $31,241: ID at

[377]

Vl.

83

TllEAFPELLANTS'CONTENT'IONSONAPPEAl,

The Appellants do not challenge the CCS's decision on liability. They challenge

only the CCS's detennination on the financial penalties imposed and seek an order

to reduce the financial penalties. By the Notice of Appeal, the Appellants raise the

following grounds of appeal:

(A) consideration to all the relevantthat the CCS failed to give proper

circumstances in deciding the seriousness of the infringement and in



particular, (i) the relevant factors for detennining the true market share and

(ii) other relevant factors for detennining whether the infringement had an

appreciable adverse effect on competition in Singapore;

that the CCS failed to give due regard to the principle that, whilst

profitability does not replace turnover for the purpose of detennining the

appropriate penalty, it would be wrong not to give consideration to such

profitinfonnation as is available, along with other factors;

that the CCS erred in finding that the Appellants had an incentive not to

declare profits and dividends on profits for externalshareholders when there

is no factual basis for the finding;

that the CCS erred in increasing the penalty on Looque by an additional

IXX%l for reasons that ought notto be attributed to Looque; and

that the CCS erred in finding that Bees Work's financial infonnation did not

reflect any fees received for casting of locations.

(B)

(c)

(D)

(E)

Vll. ISSUE(A): Whether the CCS failed to give proper consideration to anthe
relevant circumstances

The Appellants' Contentions on Issue (A)

The Appellants contend that the CCS failed to give proper consideration to anthe

relevant circumstances when deciding the seriousness of the infringement. in

particular, it is contended that the CCS omitted two relevant factors: (i) the true

market share of the Appellants; and (ii) whether the infringing conduct of the

Parties had an appreciable adverse effect on competition in Singapore. filthis

regard, the Appellants identify two factors which they complain that the CCS

omitted: (i) market share and (Ii) appreciable adverse effect on competition.

84.

(i) Market Share



85. The CCS initially in the PID found that the market share of the infringing parties

was [XX%], and suggested rounding this percentage down to [XX%] and this

adjusiment was made for one undertaking, which had not responded with its

financial infonnation and for certain undertakings' financial information that might

not have been captured.

After the CCS had issued its PID, it was notified by the infringing parties of other

modelling agencies, which it had failed to consider. The CCS followed up on this

infonnation by the issue of section 63 Notices to those agencies. It did not receive

any reply from only 3 of the agencies.

However, the CCS considered the relevant financial infonnation that was furnished

and reduced the market share of the infringing parties by [XX%Ito [XX%]. The

Appellants complain that the CCS failed to follow up with I of these agencies and

failed to wait for the responses from 2 other agencies, who were unable to submit

their financial statements in time. It is further said that the CCS also did not make

any further effort to ascertain if there were any other agencies which it had missed

out. The Appellants argue that the CCS should have carried out further

investigations to ascertain the respective market share of these agencies rather than

just simply providing an estimate.

fits contended that the CCS should not simply have applied an arbitrary reduction

of a further [XX%] to arrive at the figure of [XX%] as the market share of the

Parties. Accordingly, the CCS failed to exercise its discretion properly by failing to

take into consideration anthe relevantinfonnation

86.

87.

88.

(it)

89

Appreciable Adverse Effect On Competition

Next, the Appellants contend that the penalty to be imposed must be coriumensurate

with the fact whether the infringing conduct had an appreciable adverse effect on

competition in Singapore. filthis regard, the Appellants argue that the CCS wrongly



relied on unverified comments in two newspaper articles to support the view that

the infringement had an adverse effect on the relevant market. The CCS oughtto
have considered:

the evidence of clients of the Appellants that the AMIP rates were unlikely to

have a significant effect on the market;

the factthatsome non-AMIP modelling agencies were under-cutting the price

guidelines, and that the price guidelines were hardly followed; and

the positive effect that the infringing conduct had on the industry by

improving the quality of models in Singapore.

90.

The CCS's Contentions on Issue (A)

The CCS contends that it has properly considered anthe relevant factors in

detennining the seriousness of the infringement and the starting percentage for the

calculation of penalties. imparticular, the CCS has taken into consideration the two

important factors contended by the Appellants: (i)the marketshare of the modelling

agencies; and (ii) the appreciable adverse effect the price fixing agreement has on

coinpetition.

(i)

On the issue of the calculation of market share, the CCS submits that it had

exercised its discretion properly in computing the market share of the Appellants.

The CCS relies on the following:

Market Share

After it had issued the PID, the Appellants made representations to the CCS

on market share, infonning that certain specific companies should be included

in the market share computations. As a result, the CCS proceeded to issue

section 63 Notices to those companies and to other companies raised by anthe

Parties in their representations.



A number of the companies responded to state that they were not modelling

agencies (see for example the response from TSB Productions Pte Ltd), and 3

of them, despite several reminders, failed to respond or were unable to submit

their financial statements in time. filthe result, the CCS in exercise of its

discretion decided to conclude the enquiries, finalise and issue the ID.

The methodology adopted by the CCS for detennining the marketshare shows

that the CCS based its computations on various sources and also allowed a

margin of error for smaller players that may emerge. The CCS hastaken into

accountthe lack of data from one company, Urban Modelz, by rounding down

the marketshareby a larger marginthanthe adjustment made in the Pro to err

on the side of caution, and eventually made an adjusiment of the market share

by IXX%l, which is aboutthe size of an undertaking such aslmpact. Together

with this adjustment the market share of the AMIP members was further

adjusted from [XX]% to IXX]%. The CCS contends that given the

circumstances, it had exercised its discretion properly in calculating the

market share of the parties.

92. in any case, the market share of the modelling agencies is just one of the factors

which the CCS looks at, when assessing the seriousness of the infringement which

is used to derive the starting percentage and the base figures for the penalty. Price-

fixing, being a serious infringement of the section 34 prohibition, should rightfulIy

attract a higher starting percentage. The CCS' reduction of the starting percentage

from [XX%] asindicated in the PID to IXX%jin the ID was significant, and shows

that the CCS had taken into accountthe representations made by the Appellants on

(amongst other things)the nature of the modelling industry.

93

(ii)

The CCS contendsthatthe Appellants' argument that the CCS had failed to consider

whether the infringing parties' conduct had any appreciable adverse effect on

Appreciable Adverse Effect On Competition



competition in Singapore is misconceived. The CCS refers to [2.20] of the CCS

Guidelines on the section 34 prohibition which provides, among others, that price

fixing agreements "will always have Qn OPPreciable adverse effect on competition".

Given that the Appellants are not appealing againstthe CCS's finding that they had

engaged in such a price-fixing agreement, it is not necessary to establish the actual

appreciable effects of the infringement in this case.

94. in any case, the CCS has set outin the ID various instances which demonstrate that

the infringing conduct of the Appellants has had an appreciable adverse effect on

competition and the CCS contendsthatthe following are the instances:

that the AMIP was initially fonned for the purposes of raising modelling

rates;

(ii) that in a March 2006 email, one of the infringing parties stated that the rates

for fashion shows and editorials are very stable now;

that in an October 2006 email, one of the infringing parties stated that the

industry is quite comfortable with our revised rates now;

(Iv) that there was an understanding among the infringing parties notto undercut

each other;

(v) that there were media reports on a 60% increase in rates for fashion shows

and editorials; and

(vi) that concerns were expressed that a price war may occur once AMIP's rates

were removed.

95

The Board's Decision on Issue (A)

The Appellants raise two questions for consideration: (1) whether the CCS has made

proper investigation in ascertaining the market share of the Appellants, and (ii)

whether the CCS has considered the relevant evidence in ascertaining whether

infringing conduct of the Appellants had an appreciable adverse effect of on

competition.



96

(a)

Upon conclusion of its investigation, the CCS issued its PID. Following that, the

Appellants made representations to the CCS on, among other things, the market

shares of the Appellants and pointed outthat specific companies should be included

in the market share computations. On receipt of these representations, the CCS sent

out section 63 notices to these companies and other companies raised by the

Appellants. A number of these companies responded and infonned the CCS that

they are not modelling agencies. Three of them failed to respond after several

reminders. For companies that failed to respond, the CCS exercised its discretion to

conclude its enquiries and make the relevant adjustments.

Investigation on Market Share

97. The methodology for computing the market shares of the parties is explained by the

CCS in minex F of the ID. There, the CCS gave a list of the modelling agencies,

comprising those who were AMIP members and those who were not, and allocate a

market share to each, with the exception of three of them who failed to respond to

the section 63 notices. The CCS says that its computations of market shares were

derived from various sources and allowed a margin for error for smaller companies

that may not have appeared in on the list. in minex F, the CCS explained its

methodology as follows:

"CCS' inQrket share estimate for 2009 is based on responses to section 63

notices requesting/61 modelling services turnoverfrom the Parties as wellas

18 other non-AMIP modelling agencies. The list of non-4/11P modelling

agencies in the industry was compiled bases on various sources, including

newspqper reports on modelling agencies, online searches on modelling

agencies that were stintn operotio" in 2009, and representations made by the

Parties. Taking into consideration that the list of"on-/1,111P agencies obtained

was OS comprehensive as con be, andf"Ither discounting/by non-rump

agencies thot may have very small shares that may not have been captured
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and three agencies that foiled to respond, CCSf"7ther rounded down the

WIPmork, trim", to Iru%from Iru96"

kithe circumstances of this case, it seems to the Board that the CCS had made

reasonable efforts in taking steps to obtain financial infonnation from as many

modelling agencies as possible in order to arrive at an accurate market share

computation. It would not be reasonable to expectthe CCS to wait indefinitely for

undertakings which, despite repeated reminders, have chosen notto respond to the

section 63 notices issued by the CCS. At a certain point in time, the CCS must be

entitled to close the investigations and proceed to issue its decision, as it did in the

present case. Whatthe CCS did when it did not obtain such infonnation from anthe

undertakings, was to apply an estimated reduction of IXX%lto the market share of

the modelling agencies.

99. At the hearing, the Appellants submitted and relied on the Accounts and Reports of

Shiny Happy People Pte Ltd for the financial year ended 31 December 2009

(Exhibit A1) to contend that its revenue of [$XXX] was nottaken into account by

the CCS in calculating the market share. However, it is not apparent to the Board

that the "casting revenue" recorded in the Shiny Happy People's accounts

comprises the turnover from the provision of modelling services in Singapore,

especially when the principal activities of Shiny Happy People is reported in the

accounts as "motion picture production and distribution".

100. At any rate, it should be noted that market share of the Appellants is but one of the

several factors to be considered in detennining the seriousness of the infringement,

and there are a host of other factors as set out in paragraphs 2.3 and 2.4 of the

Penalty Guidelines which also have to be considered (such as the nature of the

product, the structtire and nature of the market). Paragraph 1.7 of the Penalty

Guidelines also provides that cartel activities in price-fixing are among the most

serious infringements of competition law.



101.

(b)

The Board now turns to the second question whether the infringing conduct of the

parties had an appreciable adverse effect on competition in Singapore. It is

contended by the Appellants that the CCS has failed to consider if the infringing

conduct of the parties had an appreciable adverse effect on competition in

Singapore. However, paragraph 20 of the CCS Guidelines on the section 34

prohibition provides that an agreement involving, among others, price fixing "will

alwoys have on qppreciable adverse ofect on competition". As the CCS contends,

and the Board agrees, the Appellants are not appealing against the finding of

liability, and following whatis laid down in the CCS Guidelines on the section 34

prohibition, the price-fixing agreement or concerted practice among the infringing

parties is considered to have an adverse effect on competition and it is not necessary

forthe CCS to demonstrate any appreciable adverse effect on competition.

Appreciable Adverse Effect On Competition

102. Be that as it may, the CCS in its written submissions at t911 above, relies on various

instances to show that, far from the Appellants' contentions, the price-fixing

agreement among the AMIP members did have an appreciable adverse effect on

competition.

103. The Appellants' substantial reliance on the 2 witness statements to contend that the

AMIP rates were unlikely to have a significant effect on the market, does not add

further to their arguments, as the undisputed factis that there was a 60% increase in

rates for fashion shows and editorials since the inception of the AMIP from 2005 to

2009. This evidence in itselfshows that there was an effect on the market. The fact

that the price guidelines were hardly followed is also not a weighty factor in

detennining whether there was an appreciable effect on competition, considering

that price-fixing is regarded as one of the most serious fomis of infringement of

competition law.



104. Lastly, it bears mentioning that after considering the Appellants' written

representations on (amongst other things) market share and the nature of the

industry, the CCS had reduced the starting percentage of [XX%] proposed in the

PID to [XX%] in the ID. fithus cannot be said that the CCS had failed to consider

all relevant factors in detennining the starting percentage for the calculation of

penalties.

Vlll. ISSUE (B): Whether the CCS failed to give proper consideration to the
profitability of each undertaking and the high turnover but low profit
characteristic of the modelling agencies

105.

The Appellants' Contention on Issue (B)

The Appellants contend that the CCS failed to give due regard to the principle that,

whilst profitability does not replace turnover for the purpose of detennining the

appropriate penalty, it would be wrong not to give consideration to such profit

infonnation as is available, along with other relevant factors. In this regard, the

Appellants rely on the decisions of the UK Competition Appeal Tribunal("CAT")

inKz^r Group PLCandothers v once of Fair TrQding [2011] CAT 3 ("mer"); GF

Tom/irison Group Limited Qind another v qffice of Fair Trading t20/11 CAT 7

("Tomli"son") and Barrett Estate Services Limited Qnd another v Qffice of Fair

Trading 120111 CAT 9 ("Barretf') for the proposition that the payment to sub-

contractors or other service providers and the high turnover but low profit of the

construction industry should be mitigating factors to be considered in the

detennination of the appropriate penalty.

106. Citing Kier, the Appellants contend that the indication of an undertaking's size and

financial status based on turnover can be distorted where the turnover included

invoiced amounts for sub-contract work which were simply passed on to the

customers without the addition of any margin. In such cases, account should be

taken of the typical margin on turnover earned in the industry in order to ensure that

the ultimate penalty represents a proportionate and sufficient punishment.



107. Further, the Appellants subntit that it was accepted in Tom/irison that in a sector of

the construction industry, where turnover includes the total payment received from

the client for the perlonnance of a contract, but a proportion of that is passed on by

the main contractor to the various subcontractors who have worked on the site,

turnover is not as good an indicator of an undertaking's economic strength asit may

be in other sectors, and that if turnover is used without due allowance for the

specific characteristic of the industry in question, it can lead to disproportionate and

unjust penalties.

108. fits pointed outthatin that case the tribunal accepted that how the industry operates

oughtto be reflected at some pointin the calculation of the penalty by the Office of

Fair Trading. It was "an important factor" in considering the likely impact of the

penalty imposed. That is also a factor which affects the extent to which turnover

can be regarded as a useful indicator of the econointc power in the relevant market.

Thus, a litglitumover and low margin industry is a factor to be taken into account

because a penalty representing a particular percentage of tornover is likely to have a

greater impact on the undertaking than it would have on an undertaking in an

industry where margins are typically higher.

109 The Appellants submitthat in response to the above factor, the CCS merely stated

that the mere fact of an adverse financial situation is not sufficient to justify a

reduction in the financial penalties. filthis respect, the CCS failed to appreciate

properly the representations of the Appellants. The crux of the submissions is not

that the penalties oughtto be reduced in view of the Appellants' financial situations,

butthatthe manner in which the modelling industry in Singapore operates and the

margin on turnover earned by the Appellants is relevant for detemiining a fair and

proportionate penalty.



110. The Appellants contend that the fact that they had recorded positive gross profits

does not matter. The penalty imposed on them should be measured againsttheir net

profits, as was done in Barrett. Here, the penalties imposed when measured against

their net profits are excessive and disproportionate as:

the penalty of $44,112 imposed on Bees Work amounts to [XX%] of its

turnover, and to IXX%l of its netprofit;

the penalty of $72,891 imposed on Diva amounts to tXX%I of its turnover,

and to [XX%] of its net profit - it is not apparent how the Appellants arrived

at this figure, as it appearsthat Diva has been making [XXX];

the penalty of $10,508 imposed on Impact amountsto IXX%l of its turnover,

and to [XX%] of its net profit;

the penalty of $31,241imposed on Looque amountsto [XX%] of its turnover,

and will seriously tireaten its viabillty as it has been making [XXX] for the

past few years'

1/1. As such, the Appellants submit that in calculating the penalties imposed on the

Appellants, the CCS had failed to exercise its discretion properly by failing to

consider the way the modelling industry worked and the typical low margin on

turnover earned.

1/2. At the hearing, the Appellants also sought pennission of the Board under paragraph

8(3) of the Competition (Appeals) Re^nationsto raise a ground of appeal not stated

in the notice of appeal. The Board gave peruiission to the Appellantsto do so.

1/3. The Appellants rely on the CAT'S decision of Hays to contend that the relevant

minover for the purposes of calculating the financial penalty should exclude

amounts received by the Appellants for and on behalf of the beneficiary, namely,

the modelin question and/or the model's foreign mother agents: ID at [268]-[270].



1/4. Even though the Appellants contract directly with the clients, about[XX% to XX%]

of the fees paid by the clients were paid over to the models, leaving the balance

IXX% to XX%l as gross income forthe Appellants, which is indicative of the low

margin business. The models were not the Appellants' employees and the

Appellants had an obligation to pay them their fees, and these fees do not belong to

the Appellants. Thus, the penalty should be recalculated based on the Appellants'

turnover, net of the fees paid to the individual models.

1/5. After the hearing, the Appellants tendered further written subiinssions on the

relevant turnover for each of the Appellant, if such amounts received by the

Appellants for and on behalf of the modelin question and the model's foreign

mother agents are excluded.

1/6.

The CCS's Contentions on Issue (B)

The CCS contends that it has properly considered the profitability of each

undertaking and the high turnover but low margin characteristic of the modelling

agencies.

1/7. The Penalty Guidelines state that "relevant turnover" and not profit is the starting

point for computing the penalty. In Barrett and Tomlinson, the CAT agreed with the

OFT that in general, there were good reasons for the use of turnover as the relevant

measure of financial significance of an undertaking, and it would be inappropriate

to move to a wholly profit-based measure not least because such measure would

risk penalismg inappropriateIy more efficient finns.

1/8. The CCS refers to the Board's decision in Price Fixing in Bus Services from

Singapore to MQlaysia and Soilthern Thailand. . TrQnstar Travel Pte Ltd and

Another 1201/1 SGCAB 2 ("Transt"r") at 1981, where the Board recognised that

although it could consider the undertaking's profits in its detennination of the



overall appropriateness of the penalty, in certain businesses, the net profits may not

be an accurate marker, as there are various other factors or reasons why the net

profits of the undertaking may not be that desirable. At the end of the day, the Board

will always look at matters in the round and consider whether the overallpenalty is

appropriate in the circumstances.

1/9. As to the Appellants' reliance on certain passages in the decisions of the CAT in the

construction industry, the CCS contends that these decisions are not applicable to

the present case, as those statement were made in the context where a minimum

deterrent threshold ("MDT") was applied to increase the penalty to a level which

the OFT believed was sufficiently deterring. The CAT disagi. 66d with the OFT's

"one-size-fits-all" approach in the application of the MDT and expressed the view

that the MDT mechanism should not be allowed to result in the imposition of a

financial penalty which is excessive and disproportionate

120. As to the Appellants' reliance on Hays, the CCS distinguishes Hays on the

following grounds:

a. The modelling service industry is a different service industry from that of

recruitment agencies considered in Hays, because the wages of the temporary

workers that were passed through the agencies were set by the construction

finns (i. e. the clients) and the recruitment agencies did not control or influence

the level of wages paid by the construction finns. Here, the modelling

agencies control and influence the entire modelling rates that were paid by the
clients,

b. The fees that were being fixed were notthe wages butthe target fees i. e. the

fees paid by the construction finnsto the recruitment agencies forthe sourcing

and matching of successful candidates. Here, what was being fixed was the

entire modelling rate, and notjust the cornmission payable to the modelling

agencies.



Although there was one single marketin Hays, the differenttreatment of the

wages of the permanent and temporary workers meantthatthe usage of gross

toriiover (which would include the wages of the temporary workers) would

result in a distorted view of the participant's respective involvement,

depending on its mix of penmanent ortemporary workers, Here, there was no

difference in the manner in which the fees of foreign or local models were

treated orthe fees earned as a mother agency or localrepresentative agency.

121 Further, the CCS contends that the recruitment agencies in Hays simply acted as

middlemen when providing temporary workers to the construction industry with

minimal involvement and no business risk. Here, the 11 modelling agencies were

not mere interniediaries but are the responsible entities for modelling services

rendered to clients' The contractual relationship is between the client and the

modelling agency, and the client would look to and hold the modelling agency

responsible for breach of contract: ID at t2721.

122. The CCS found that in the same vein, the modelling agency looks to its clients for

payment for services rendered, and must bear the risk of non-payment. There is no

contractual relationship between the model and the client. The modelling agencies

source and build their own portfolio of models and talents, and offer this portfolio in

order to secure bookings and jobs. The agency bears the risk of signing up a

modeVtalentthatis unable to fulfill bookings and jobs secured by the agency. The

risks are higher where foreign models are involved, as the agency will fly the model

over, house hinther and payhinVher an allowance: ID att2731.

123. The agencies are also involved and responsible for the management and

development of its models. Where the agency is the mother agency for the model,

the agency invests more resources in groonxing the model and plainxing his/}16r

career. Hence, the costs of sourcing and signing up a model or talent, whether



locally-based or from overseas, are business costs that the agency has to incur in

order to provide the services to its clients: ID at [274]

124. There is also no consistent or unifonn approach to the treatment of sums received in

the accounts of the parties. Formstance, Impact's accounts had [XXXXXXX]:ID at

t2751.

125. Thus, the CCS submits that the modelling agencies are the central actors in the

provision of modelling services in Singapore. Clients who are looking for modelling

services would contract with the modelling agencies, and hold the agencies

responsible for providing the services contracted for. The modelling agencies are

not acting as mere intennediaries for the models or mother agents, unlike the

recruitment agencies in the Hays case. Thus, the relevant turnover ought to be

derived from the prices charged for modelling services by the modelling agencies to

the clients, and notjustthe net mmiiover.

126.

The Board's Decision On Issue (B)

The Board held in TranstQr at [85] and Konsortium at [182] that in assessing the

relevant turnover, it will have regard to the turnover of the business of the

undertaking in Singapore for the relevant product and geographic markets affected

by the infringement in the undertaking's last business year: see Penalty Guidelines

at [2. I].

127 The European Commission's Guidelines on the Method of Setting Fines at [13],

which was cited with approval by the Board in Konsoriium at 11831, further provide:

In determining the basic amount of thenne to be imposed, the Commission will

take the value of the undertaking's sale of goods or services to which the

i^fringemeni directly or indirectly ISMch will be the case for instance for



horizontal price/ixing arrangemenis on a givenprod"ct, where the price of that

produc! then serves OS a basisfor the price of higher or lower quality goody

relates in the relevant geogrqphic urea with the EEA. It will normally take the

sales made by the undertaking during the last full barsi"ess year of its

participation in the infringement

128. Here, the relevant marketis defined as the sale and provision of the whole range of

modelling services involving the use of modelling persons by modelling agencies in

Singapore, without any differentiation between the various types of modelling
services or assigiunents: ID at [47]-t581.

129. The Board turns to consider firstthe case of Hay relied upon by the Appellants. in

Hay, the nettomover(lessthe anIOUnt paid to the workers) was used as the basis for

the calculation offmancialpenalties. The main characteristics of the relevant market

that justified the use of the "net revenue" approach inHQys are as follows:

The workers supplied are under the control, supervision and direction of the

clients and are paid a remuneration detennined by the clients and not the

agencies: Hays at 1481.

The workers were only engaged by the agencies upon the clients agreeing to

their engagement, i. e. the agencies would not keep a ready supply of

temporary workers for their clients to choose from as and when they needed

temporary workers: Hays at 1471.

The fees received by the recruitment agencies were clearly and separately
recorded from the amounts to be "passed through" to the temporary workers:
Hays at [47].

The recruitment agencies have a different mix of penmanent and temporary
workers, and the usage of gross turnover would result in a distorted view of



130.

the parties' involvement depending on the mix of the workers, as the wages of

the penmanent works do not"pass through"the agencies.

Turning to the present case, the Board notes that one salient distinction from Hays is

that the fees of the models are negotiated and solely detennined by the Appellants,

as compared to the wages of the workersthat were detennined by the clients, i. e. the

construction finns in the case of Hays. It is undisputed that the Appellants are the

ones that negotiate with the clients and sets the rates for the modeling services

provided by their models. Further, the rate that is being fixed by the Appellants

comprises of the amount received by the models, their foreign mother agencies

(where applicable) and the commission earned by the Appellants, as compared to

the recruiiment agencies in Hays which had fixed the "target fee" i. e. the fees

payable by the construction firm to the recruitment agencies for the placement of

workers' Here, the modelling agencies fix the entire rate charged to the clients for

the sale and provision of modelling services in Singapore, and not just the

commission rates payable to the models. Thus, clearly the facts in the case ofHqys

are distinguishable from the facts in the present case. filthe opinion of the Board,

theHQys case is not applicable here

131. The Board now turns to the main contention raised in the Notice of Appeal. filthe

Notice of Appeal, the Appellants are not contending that profitability should replace

turnover as a base for deterTwining the appropriate penalty. Nor is it contending that

the relevanttumover should be net of the revenue paid to the models which is about

IXX% to XX%l of its revenue. What it is contending is that in view of the large part

of the turnover paid to the models, which is about[XX% to XX%] of its revenue,

and the low margin the modelling agencies receive, the CCS should give

consideration to these factors and adjustthe penalties appropriateIy. in support of

this argument, the Appellants rely on the decisions of the CAT in the construction

industry inKier, Tomlinson and BQrrett.

132. in Xier, the CAT said (irisofar as relevant) at [170]-[172]:



"I 70 T"mover is of course Qin indication of the size and/inaricialsiat"s of

a commercial entity bur iris noithe only one, and it too can be SI, ^Iect to

distortion - as asserted by some of the Present Appellants whose reported
turnover was said to include invoiced amounts for sub-contraci work

simply passed on 10 the clients withoutthe addition of any margin.

...... However, it has not been suggested by the Preseni Appe/joints thai

profit or ployit@bino, should replace turnover for present pulposes, nor
even Ihatit should necessarily play as central a role. Nor is it denied that

profitis a brood concept capable of being assessed in a variety of ways. It

is simply that it wolfld be wrong not to give considerorion to such prey?I

ingformaiion us is availQb/e, along with other relevant Inc!ors, when

deciding on the appropriate penalty.

Account should also be taken of the typical margin on turnover earned in

the inof"sin, in question, in order to ensure thoi the ultima!e penalty
represents a proportionale and SI!fitcientpunishment and deteryeni. This

factor has an obvious bearing on the impact a penalty is likely 10 have,

both on the tryfnhger and on other companies engaged in similar
commercial activities. ...... "

133. in Tom/^hson, the CAT said at [131] to t1351 as follows:

"131 Another characteristic of the construction industry on which some of the
Presentrtppellants relied was the/actthotprqii! margins are very low as a

percenioge of turnover. This is trip@rt because the turnover reported by a

construction company includes the told/payment received/?om Ihe client

for Ihe pelormance of the co"tract, although a proportion of thai may
simply be passed on by the main con!ractor to the various subcontrac!ors

who have worked on the site. Turnover in Ihis sec!or is Iher<fore not, iris

said, as good an indicator of an undertaking:s economic sirengih as it may



be in other sectors. Seddon argued that ift"mover is Msed without due

allowance/by the specific characterisitCS of the industry in question it can

lead, and here has led, to disproportionote and why"stpena/ties. .....

133 The fact that a significant proportion of a construction

underraking's turnover comprises monies paid over to the swbcontractor is

aidctor which dyects the extentto which turnover con be regarded as a

useful indicator of economicprese"ce in this markei. figoes toolar to say,

as Seddon said, that its turnover is unrelated !o its/inariciQlstre"gth. But

iris oldcior that is relevQnt when considering the overallimpoct of the
penalties on these underinkings.

134 Although a number of the PreseniAppel/onIs raised this samepoinj: they

were less clear about how the OFTcould or should have token this Itrctor

into account in its calculation of the penQ/!ies in these cases. Some of them

archewed any suggestion Ihoiprqfiisho"/d have been used as a measure

irisiend of rumover. We agree that individual group profit is an

unsoti. ^factory alternative, for the reasons set out by the OFT in

paragrqphs 1'7172 to 17:74/1643 of Ihe Decision. We also rel'ect Ihe
suggestion ingde by Tomlinson, Intorclass andSeddon that the OFTshot, Id

simply have relied on t"mover net of subcontrac!o1/22es in its calculations.

This would have had a very uneven effect on !he undertakings, depending

on howltrr they rely on subcontractors. It would also mean that a company

tharchooses to employ its own wor^orce would be disadvaniaged.

135 We do however consider Ihot this a$pect of the way the construction

industry operates should have been reflected at some porn! in the OFT:s

calculation. fits an impolia"t/actor when considering the likely impac! of

thennes on these undertakings and in particular whether thenites arrived

at 41ier applying Steps I and 2 of the Guidance ore un adequa!e deterrent.



lye have Iher<fore taken this 11ctor into account in that corriext when we

recalculate thennes

Sinxilar pronouncements were made in Barrett which followed Tomlinson.

to [65] (irisofar as relevant) the CAT said:

134.

In our judgment, Ihe OFT was too quick !o dismiss out of hand the

arguments founded on low profitability and the connected issue of the

prevalence of sub-contracti"g arrangements. We agree with the Tribunal's

conclusion at paragraph 133 of the Tom/iriso" I"dgmen! that the OFTwa. s

wrong 10 eq"ate sub-contracting in the construction ind"SIIy with a retailer

accounting/or stock in its I"mover. The/act!hot a significantpropor!ion

of a construction firm's I"mover comprises monies paid over to sub-

contrac!ors is oldctor which dyecis Ihe extent to which turnover con be

regarded as a useful indicator of economicpower in this market

The OFT was wrong 10 overlook this imporiantjdctor in assessing Ihe
appropriate levelqfpena/ty to impose in this case. ...... "

It is clear that whatis acknowledged by the CAT in these three decisions is that the

litgli turnover and low margin of the construction industry should have been

reflected in some way in the OFT's calculation, and is an important factor when

considering the likely impact the penalties have on these undertakings and in
particular whether the penalties arrived at after applying Steps I and 2 of the

Guidelines are an adequate deterrence: Tom/irison at [1351; Kier at 1170]-t1721.

The Board notes that the CCS dealt with this point mainly at [2911 to 1292] of the
ID, wherethe CCS says:

135.

At t641

136.

"291 Bees Work, Diva, Electra, Impact, Li"son, Looq"e, and Quest, submitted in

their representations Ihatihe modeling titd"stiy in Singqpore was a thigh
turnover but low prey?t" industry, and Ihut Ihis characteristic should be



considered in the determination of OPPropriate penalties. These Parties

argued thoi!hennancia/penalties imposed by CCS will lead to hardship

for them. The Parties relied on a series of appeal cases in Ihe UK

concerning the construction industry, in which the UK CATgave regard to

the high turnover but/ow margins of the construction industry, und overall

proportionalto, , in determining its o4:uslinent of penalties

292 CCS notes that the mere finding of an adverse/indricial situation is not

SI!fitcient reason to justify a reduction in financial penalties since Ihe

recognition ofswch an obligation would have the effect of corelerring an

Mat'air competitive advantage on the undertakings least welladupted to the
conditions of the market

293

137.

294

The Board accepts the Appellants' submission that the high turnover and low

margin characteristic of the modelling agencies is a factor that should have been

considered in detennining whether the penalty was excessive or disproportionate

The Board will consider this factor and decide what adjustment should be

appropriateIy made at the conclusion of this appeal.

In the present case, CCS notes that iris not evide"! that the businesses of

Ihe yespeciive Pantes are entirely unprofitable. For insto"ce, CCS noies

that all!he PQrties recorded positive grossprq/its. ...... "

ISSUE (C): Whether the CCS erred in finding that the Appellants had an
incentive not to declare profits and dividends on profits for externalshareholders

The CCS in considering other relevant factors says at t2941 of the ID that it is not

evident that the businesses of the respective Parties are entirely unprofitable and

says that anthe Parties recorded positive gross profits. The CCS then refers to the

following statement made by the Board in Transtar Travel & Another v CCS in

138.



U

AppealN0 3 of 209 at 1981that"in certain businesses, the netprq/iis may not be an

accurate marker as there are various other/actors I reasons why the netprq/its of
the undertaking may not be desirQb/e". Following that, the CCS observes that "in

the may'only, of the Parties, most (of not Q/!) of the shareholders ore also directors or

partners, and that therefore there may not be strong incentive/br the undertaking to
declareprq/its anddividends on profits/br externalshoreho/ders".

139. filthe Notice of Appeal, the Appellants assert that the CCS has no factual basis to

find that the Appellants have no incentive to declare profits and dividends for

external shareholders and surprisingIy raise this point as an issue, namely Issue (C)
for detennination. This point is totally irrelevant. Whether or not the CCS has an

factual basis in making the statement, which it makes at t2941 of the ID, is
irrelevant. Assuming it does not have, it will still not assist the detennination of this

appeal. The penalty imposed is based on the gross turnover of the Appellants, and it

does not matter how much or what amount of that turnover is appropriated or
allocated for payment of dividend or profit to their shareholders or owners. That is

wholly an internal matter that concerns only the shareholders or owners of the

respective undertakings.

ISSUE co): Whether the CCS erred in increasing the penalty on Looque due to
the role that Calvin Chemg played in themfringi"g conduct

(a) Directors' InvolvementsoftheParties

140 Before considering this issue, the Board would like to consider an aggravatin
factor taken into account by the CCS, namely, the involvement of the board of

directors or members of the senior management of the Parties in the price-fixing
agreement. With reference to the following parties, namely: Bees Work, Diva and

Impact, the CCS considers that their respective directors were in each case involved

in the price-fixing agreement: in the case of Bees Work, it is Chistine Ty at t3131,
in Diva, it is Rowena Foo at t3301, and in impact which is a partnership, it is its
manager, Tan Mui Chen and sole proprietor, Tan Thiam Poh at t3521. The CCS



treats their involvement in each case as an aggravating factor, and increases the

penalty in each case by [XX%]. Apart from the factthatthese persons knew of the

infringing conduct and participated in the discussion and agreeing to the agreement,
there is no evidence that they took an active role as leaders in the price-fixin
agreement.

141. The Board in the case of 81ST/C V Die Competition Commission ("SISTIC') att3521
said:

'352 The Board nores that involvement of directors or senior management is one of the
aggravating/actors provided in the CCS Guidelines on Appropriate Amount of
Penalty. B"t Ihe question is whether the CCS is justified in applying this as on

aggravatingfocior in this case. Itseems to the Board that usually, jinoiinvariab!y,

directors or members of senior management are involved in every case of an
tryfringement of section 47prohibiiion. Bart, in the opinion of!he Board it does nor

follow that in every s"ch case the involvement of the directors or senior

management, which is stated as one of the factor in rhe guidelines should or would

apply us on aggravating/actor in increasing thennanciolpenalty. On the basis of
ihefzcts in the present case, the Board is unable tollnd any groundfor applying
this factor. The Board lakes the view !hat this is not a correct applicotion of on
aggravatingIizctor stated in Ihe gwidelines. "

142. The question for consideration is whether what the Board decided in the 8187YC

case is applicable in this case. This point was not raised by the Appellants in their

Notice of Appeal as the Appeal was filed on 20 January 2012, and the Board's

decision was issued and released on 28 May 2012 and was published soon thereafter.

Nor was this point raised in the Appellants' written submission filed on 13 August
2012. Nevertheless, the Board at the hearing raised this point for consideration b
the Appellants and the CCS

143. It is contended by the CCS that what was said by the Board in the above passa e is

only applicable on the facts of the case in SLST/C and is not applicable here. It is



true that the Board in the above passage said that on "the basis of the/acts in the

t81ST/q case, the Bodyd is unable tonndany ground/br applying this/actor", i. e.

the aggravating factor relating to the involvement of the directors and'or members

of the senior management.

144. The Board is of the opinion that what the Board said in that case is equalI
applicable here and the CCS ought not, for each of the three parties, Bees Work,
Diva and impact, to treatthe involvement of the directors in Bees Work and Diva

and the manger and proprietor in impact respectively as an aggravating factor and

increase the rate of penalty by IXX%l. Accordingly, the Board decides that this

increase of[XX%] of the penalty for each of these parties shall be disallowed

145.

(b)

The Board now turns to the involvement of Calvin Cheng of Looque in the

infringing conduct. At t3711 of the ID, the CCS considers, inter and, the

involvement and conduct of Calvin Cheng as an aggravating factor applicable to
Looque as follows:

Involvement of Calvin Chemg ofLooque

371 Ad'"stment or a22rovutin2 and initi2atin2 actors. ' CGS considers the

involvement ofLooqwe's director ond shareholder, namely Calvin Cheng, as a

ceniral/ig"re in the i^lyinging activities of the Parties. Co/vin Cheng had given

instrMctions to the Parties on how to mask the/actthatthis was a collective action

on the part of the Parties raise rates so us to avoid attracting attention and

coinploints. In view of this, CCS considers anthese as aggravating Itictors and
increase the penalty by 11^\7'%

146. As a matter of inference, it seems to the Board that the IXX%l was arrived at as

follows:the first[XX%] wasimposed as a standard aggravating factor applicable to
anthe Appellants including Looque (which for ease of reference is referred to asthe

"standard increase"), and an additional[XX%] was imposed on Looque because of

Calvin Cheng's active involvement and participation in the manner as found by the

,,



CCS. in so far as the standard increase is concerned, the Board is of the view that

the CCS should not impose this increase on Looque, and this is consistent with the

decision of the Board with regard to the imposition of this increase on Bees Work,

Diva and Impact. This increase of[XX%]is to be disallowed.

147.

The Appellants' Contentions on Calvin Chemg'sinvolvement

The Board now turns to additional increase of [XX%] applicable only to Looque

because of Calvin Cheng's active involvement and participation in the infringing

conduct. The Appellants contend that the CCS erred in increasing the penalty on

Looque due to the role that Calvin Cheng played in the infringing conduct. The

Appellants say thatit is unfair forthe CCS to impose an additional penalty of[XX%]

on Looque for the actions of Calvin Cheng, as such actions were done in his

capacity as President of AMIP, and not as the director and shareholder of Looque.

Looque did notplay anyrole as a leader orinstigator of the infringement.

148. Further, the finding was based on Calvin Cheng's email dated 28 February 2005 to

the AMIP members, which was before the section 34 prohibition came into force

and before the CCS Guidelines on the section 34 prohibition were thansed on 20

December 2005 and published in June 2007. There was therefore uncertainty and

lack of clarity in the business community in Singapore as to whether coriumon

practices would infringe the Act. Calvin Cheng was expected to take a leadership

role asthe President of the AMIP, and was simply setting up price guidelines rather

than fixing prices, and some of the AMIP members did not actually implement his
Instructions.

149

The CCS's Contentions on Calvin Chemg'SInvolvement

The CCS contends that the AMIP, in and of itself, is separate from its individual

members, did not play a significant role in the operation of the agreement and was



essentially a front for its members, including Looque, to collectively raise rates. As

such, the cartel consisted of the 11 modelling agencies, and notthe AMIP.

150. On Calvin Cheng'sinvolvement, the CCS asserts as follows:

Calvin Cheng, who is Looque's director and shareholder, took the lead and

initiative for the group using AMIP as a front and the infringing parties
reciprocally looked to him for directions.

Calvin Cheng was adamant about raising rates and he told the other infringing

parties that rates should be raised gradually so as not to attract attention or

prompt complaints.

Calvin Cheng acted upon complaints of undercutting by modelling agencies

that were notparty to the agreement.

Calvin Cheng instructed the infringing parties to use their own letterheads and

to tailor rate sheets to make them look like their own when providing quotes
to clients,

15 I The CCS relies on the decision of the UK Court of Appeal in 848way Stores

Limited grid Others v Twigger and Others [2010] EWCA Civ 1472 in which the

Court held that the Act only imposes liability on the undertaking and not on

individuals (such as directors) and the principle of whether acts of a company

director were in breach of his duty to the company was not relevant. Given that the

liability of Looque was personal, the fact that Calvin Cheng was operating in
another capacity as President of AMIP is not relevant to the detennination of

liability for Looque and does not absolve Looque from enhanced penalties.

152. For these reasons, the CCS submits that it was correct to impose an additional

[XX%] uplift on Looque for the actions of Calvin Cheng, who was the "central

figure"in the infringing conduct.



153.

The Board's decision on Calvin Cineng'SImvolvement

It is not seriously in dispute that Calvin Cheng played an active role in the

infringing conduct of the Parties. The CCS is justified in saying that he was a

central figure; he took the lead and the initiative in setting agreed rates for

modelling services. The fact that one of his emails was sent on 28 February 2005

does not detract from this, considering that the Act has already been passed by that

date, and Calvin Cheng had later instructed the infringing parties to use their own

letterheads and to tailor rate sheets to make them look like their own when

providing quotes to client, so as to avoid any accusation that this would infringe the
Act.

154. The CCS found that the AMIP was not party to the Parties' agreement to fix rates

for modelling services and instead was merely a front for the Parties to collectively

raise rates. The Board accepts this finding by the CCS. It seems to the Board that

any actions taken by Calvin Cheng in relation to the infringing parties' agreement

must necessarily be in his capacity as a director and shareholder of Looque, rather

than in his capacity as President of the AMIP. The Board finds that the CCS is

justified in imposing the additional penalty of [XX%] on Looque, which is the

undertaking in question. As was held in the UK Court of Appeal in 8418woy Stores

flintted and Others v Twigger and Others t20/01 EWCA Civ 1472, the Act only

imposes liability on the undertaking and not on individuals, such as its directors'

IsSun (E): Whether the CCS erred in finding that Bees Work's financial
information did not reflect any fees received for casting of locations

155.

The Appellants' Contentions on Issue (E)

Bees Work has an additional ground of appeal, namely: that the CCS erred in

finding that Bees Work's financial infonnation did not reflect any fees received for

casting of locations. Bees Work claims that the sum of I$XXXl falling in the



category of "casting'production" constitute non-modelling services and that the

CCS wrongly included this amountin therelevanttumover of Bees Work

156. Bees Work submits that the casting and production fees included search fees to

source for locations and personnel such as stylists, photographers and make-up

artists, and such fees amounting to [$XXX], which was reduced from the initial

figure of [$XXX], should be deducted from the relevant turnover, as this should be

considered income from non-modelling services.

157.

The CCS's Contentions on Issue (E)

According to the CCS, in the oral representations made by Bees Work and other

infringing parties to the CCS on 19 August 2011, the CCS asked Bees Work to

elaborate on the nature of the work which it had submitted was not modelling work.

in relation to "casting/production fees" which amounts to [$XXX], Bees Work

explained that this was for search fees paid to Bees Work when clients wanted to

source for locations and personnelsuch as talents, stylists, photographers and make-

up artists' The invoices submitted by Bees Work in support of the "casting and

production fees" figure reflected the casting of models and talents which, the CCS

submits falls within the market definition, and therefore forms part of Bees Work's

relevanttumover.

158. CCS' definition of the relevant product market encompasses all services provided

by modelling agencies which involve the use of modelling persons (including

talents and models). Relevanttumovertherefore includes turnover from the sale and

provision of modelling services provided by modelling persons,

159. The CCS submits that the sum of [$XXX], later reduced to [$XXX] after the

hearing under the category of "casting'production fees" was correctly included in

Bees Work's relevant turnover because Bees Work had explained that these were



search fees paid to Bees Work for sourcing locations or personnel such as talents,

stylists, photographers and make-up artists' Bees Work did not further break down

the fees for each type of service. Such services thus fall within the relevant product

market definition, which is the supply of modelling services by modelling agencies,

and includes modelling services for advertorials, editorials, fashion shows, bridal

shows, productlaunches and road shows.

160. Further, the invoices submitted by Bees Work in support of these casting and

production fees reflected the casting of models and talents, which clearly falls

within the relevant product market definition and hence fonns part of Bees Work's

relevanttumover.

161.

The Board's Decision on Issue (E)

It is not in dispute that the casting'production fees were search fees paid to Bees

Work for sourcing locations or personnel, such as talents, stylists, photogi'aphers

and make-up artists, and it seems to the Board that such services would constitute

modelling services as compared to non-modelling services, such as courses in

choreography, photography and grooming, which do not involve the use of

The Board is therefore of the that themodelling persons' opinion

"casting/production" fees amounting to the sum of I$XXXl are properly included in

the relevanttuniover.

xil.

162.

FinalDDECISIONOFTllEBOARDONPENAl, TY

The Board now tonis to consider what adjustment should be made in the

circumstances of this case taking into account the characteristics of the modelling

industry of litgli tumover and low margin discussed at [13/1 - [136] above. The

Board is of the opinion that this is a mitigating factor and on the basis of the facts of

this case, a reduction of IXX%l should be allowed on the penalty imposed on each

of the Appellants



163 Forthe reasons given above, the Board decides that the penalty imposed by the CCS

on each of the Appellants should be adjusted and be reduced by [XX%] with the

consequence that the penalty be as follows:

(a) the penalty of $44,112 imposed on Bees Work by the CCS be reduced by

[XX%] of[$XXX] (being $7,352) to $36,760;

(b) the penalty of $72,891imposed on Diva by the CCS be reduced by [XX%]

of[$XXX] (being $12,148) to $60,743;

(c) the penalty of $10,508 imposed on Impactby the CCS hareduced by [XX%]

of[$XXX] (being $1,751) to $8,757; and

(d) the penalty of $31,241imposed on Looque by the CCS be reduced by

[XX%] of[$XXX](being $4,686)to $26,555.

164. minaking these adjustments, the Board bearsin mind the general observation made

by the CCS and is of the opinion that the reduced amounts of penalty would still

have the deterrent effect.

nil. COSTS

Contentions of the Parties

165. The Appellants in the Notice of Appeal and the written submissions ask for an order

that the costs of the appeal be borne by the CCS.

On the other hand, the CCS argties that even ifthe Board allows a reduction of the

penalty, it does not follow that the Appellants should be entitled to costs. The CCS

relies on the guiding principles on costs as set out in Independent Media Support

Limited v qffice of Communications [2008] CAT 27 at t61 (also referred to in

Transtar at [1/3])

166



There is no fixed rule as to the appropriate costs order; how the Tribunal's

discretion will be exercised in any case will depend on the particular

circumstances of the case;

It follows that there is no presumption under rule 55 (which is in part materia

to Regulation 30(I) of the Competition (Appeals) Regulations) that costs

should be borne by the losing party;

Subject to the first principle, a legitimate starting point is that a party who can

fairly be identified as a witimng party should ordinarily be entitled to recover

his costs from the losing party.

The starting point is, of course, subject to a consideration of whether the

winntng party has incurred costs in arguing issues on which he has lost, or has

acted unreasonably in the proceedings;

Other relevant considerations include whether it was reasonable for the

unsuccessful party to raise, pursue or contest a particular ground of appeal; the

manner in which the parties pursued or defended the appeal and whether any

award of costs may frustrate the objectives of the Act.

167. The CCS also cites the precedent in Transtar, where even though the appellants

succeeded in the appeal and obtained a reduction in penalties, as there were points

of arguments where they failed, the Board ordered eachpartyto paytheir own costs.

168.

The Board's Decision on Costs

Regulation 30(I) of the Competition (Appeals) Regulations provides that the Board

may, in relation to any appeal proceedings, award costs in its discretion.

169. hithe its previous decisions, namely, Transtar & Anor v CCS (Appeal N0 3 of

2009) and 81ST/C, the Board respectfully followed and adopted the following

principles on costs as laid down in the case of/ridependentMedia SupportLimitedv

once of Communionti, ",[2008] CAT 27:



,,@) There is nonxed rule us to the appropriate costs order, ' how the

Board:s discreiion will be exercised in any case will depend on

the particular circ"instonces of the case

nibllows that there is itopres"inption wnder rule 55 (\. uhich is in

part moleria to Regulation 30(I) of the Competition dippeQ/.$)

Regulations) that costs should be borne by Ihe losingparty, .

Subject 10 theftrstprincjple, a legitimaie starting point is that a

party who can foil!y be identified as u winning party should

oldinori!y be entitled to recover his costsf. om the losing party, '

The starting point is, of course, subject to o considerQtion of

whether the winning party has incurred costs in arguing issues

on which he has lost, or has qcted unreasonobfy, in the

proceedings, '

Other relevant considerations include whether it was reasonable

for the uns"cces. $1"IParty to raise, pursue or contest apartic"IQr

ground of appeal, ' the manner in which the parties pursued or

d4'ended the appeal and whether any award of costs may

frustrate the objectives of the Competition Act. "

(b)

(d)

(6)

170. The Appellants succeed in the appeal in part, but there are various points of

arguments where they fail. Having regard to anthe circumstances of this case, the

Board is of the opinion that a fair order as to costs is that each party should bear and

pay its own costs. The Board so orders.

xiV. INTEREST

171. On the question of interest, Regulation 31 of the Competition (Appeals) Regulations

provides:

"/"rerest

31 (1) y'the Boardimposes, corelirmsorvariesany/inariciulpenalty, Ihe

Board may, in addition, order that interest be paid on the Qinot, nt of any



such penalty from such date, not being a date earlier than the date upon

which the notice of appeal was lodged in Qccordance with regulations 7

and 8, andatswch rate OS the Boardconsiders appropriate

Unless the Board orhenvise directs, the rote of interest shall not exceed the

rateprescribed in the Rules of COMrt (Cup. 322, R 5) in respect of judgment

debts

172. Order 42 rule 12 of Rules of Courtprovides

Any interest ordered to be paid under paragraph (1) shallform part of the

penalty payable and be e"forced according 10 section 85 of the Act. "

"/"teresto"j"dgme"t debts (0. 42, r. 12)

12. Excep! when it has been otherwise agreed between the parties, every

I'Mdgme"t debtsha/ICar?y interest at the rate of 696per anitMin or o1s"ch other rate

as the Chief'Justice may from time to time direc! or at such o1her rate not

exceeding the rate of oresaid OS the Court directs, such interest io be calculated

from the date of judgment untilihej"dg?"entis satisfied

Provided rhotthis rule shallno! apply when an order has been made under section

43(I) or p) of the S"bordi"ate Cowt, Act (Chapter 321)."

173. The Honourable the ChiefJustice in 2007 directed that the defaultinterest rate shall

be 5.33% per armum with effect from I April 2007 until further notice: Paragraph

77 of the Supreme Court Practice Directions.

174. filthe previous cases of the Coach Operators and 81817C, the Board ordered the

appellants there to pay interest on the penalty at the rate of 5.33% per amium from

the date of the decision to the date of payment. Similarly in this case, the Board is of

the view that the Appellants should pay interest at the same rate, and accordingly

orders that the Appellants pay interest on the penalty at the rate of 5.33% from the

date of this decision to the date of payiiient.



XV.

175.

ORDERS

For the reasons given above, the Board hereby allows the appeal on the financial

penalty in part and orders that the respective financial penalties imposed on the

Appellants be reduced as follows:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

the penalty on Bees Workbe reduced to $36,760;

the penalty on Diva be reduced to $60,743;

the penalty on Impact be reduced to $8,757; and

the penalty on Looque be reduced to $26,555.

176. The Board hereby ordersthatthe Appellants pay the respective amounts of penalties

aforesaid and pay interest thereon at the rate of 5.33% per armum from the date of

this decision to the date of payinent. The Board further orders that each party pay its

own costs and expenses of or incidental to this appeal.

Dated this 10''"dayof A^GII

^?I'^,
Thean Lip Ping

Chainnan
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GohPh Cheng

Member
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